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ABSTRACT

ROLE OF WEB SERVICES FOR GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS IN A GRID ENVIRONMENT
(IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A PROTOTYPE)

Sairam Chilappagari, M.S.
George Mason University, 2008
Thesis Director: Dr. J Mark Pullen.

Information retrieval is an important aspect of any data storage system. As the data storage capability increases there will always be need for an information retrieval (IR) system, which caters to the growing needs of information search and retrieval. IR System in a Grid environment provides a common hierarchical solution to the information retrieval problem for globally distributed networked systems. It sits on top of Grid middleware and provides a general purpose solution by implementing Web Services in the process of document search.

In this thesis, I present a detailed study of the issues related to the information retrieval in Grid Environment; from the basic need for a grid information retrieval system to the working model that enables locating information resources. This document covers the capabilities and limitations of the system and the role of Web Services in the course of developing an information retrieval system for the Grid environment.
1. INTRODUCTION

Things were simpler in the past. One could focus on the science rather than needing to have the skills of an information technology professional with expertise in arcane computer data analysis tools. In the current world data has spread in heterogeneous systems across the world. In order to access the data, we need an information retrieval system which enables us to retrieve the data in an efficient way over a largely distributed networked environment otherwise known as Grid. We continue to develop new methodologies and technologies to solve the complex problems in the field of science and engineering. Always the requirements of these solutions, however, tend to supersede the capacity of the contemporary technology. As a matter of fact the complexity and the nature of industrial problems are much more process intensive and memory consuming to address by a conventional single system approach.

For example Particle physics, DNA analysis and High-energy physics are some of the scientific domains which require higher computational power and storage capability in order to analyze and provide a statistical analysis of incoming streams of data. The analysis of incoming data can be facilitated by computing technologies such as high performance computing, supercomputing and distributed computation. These require high computational power and large scale data storage systems. In this scenario, the problem of retrieving the data in distributed environment is a challenging issue. As we don’t yet know the problem resolution capabilities of distributed computing, we continue to explore its concepts entering into a new era of massively powerful grid-based solutions. To address this problem, and in-order to access the stored data, we need an efficient information retrieval system.
1.1. Grid Computing and Grid Services

Grid can be defined as an infrastructure that will provide us with the ability to dynamically link together resources as an ensemble to support the execution of large-scale, resource-intensive, and distributed applications [2]. The main purpose of the Grid Computing discipline is networking unlimited number of ubiquitous computing devices, connections and services within a Grid.

The concept of grid computing grew out of attempts to build large-scale distributed applications that group remote supercomputers, databases, and online instruments into tools used by groups of collaborators [32]. This new innovative thought is simply a massively large processing and storage utility. Grid Computing is capable of adding an unlimited number of computing devices into any grid environment. It allows using distributed computers as a parallel computing resource. Web Services is an emerging technology for distributed computing using Internet and other standard protocols. Grid Services is a merger of the two: it is a Grid technology for parallel computing using Web Services protocols as basic communication.

The worldwide business demand requiring complex problem solving capabilities has driven dynamic collaboration of many resources to work together to solve these problems. Grid computing solutions are formed using wide variety of technologies and open standards like OGSA, OGSI, SOAP, WSDL, etc. Grid provides highly scalable, highly secure and extremely high-performance mechanism to discover and access the remote resources in seamless manner. Unlike the cluster, a grid can connect to heterogeneous systems to operate with each other. In other words, a computational grid
is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities [4].

Later work broadened this definition with more focus on coordinated resources sharing and problem solving in multi-institutional virtual organizations.

1.2. SOA and Web Services

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) can be defined as the process of integrating the loosely coupled interoperable services and applications [7]. In SOA, the system is decomposed into a collection of network-connected components. In this structure, the applications are composed dynamically from the deployed and available services in the network. The most commonly understood SOA architectures are the World Wide Web and Web Services. The Architecture of Web had evolved even before the term SOA was found. This internet model is sufficient for client-server interaction. The following diagram shows how the Web user receives agent-based interaction

![Figure 1.1](Figure 1.1 Message Interaction between the end user and service provider in Web based applications)
However, but when the interaction process becomes complex, (e.g. business-to-business), the above mentioned architectural model should be modified so as to support message exchanges between the applications of choice.

There comes the concept of more generalized solution, Web Services. The Web services architecture extends the conventional interaction process by adding the interoperability and expressiveness of eXtensible Markup Language (XML). By introducing XML encoding, the interaction pattern has evolved to connect any consumer to any service provider [67]. Here the message interaction is done asynchronously for better interoperability between the consumer and service provider, in other words a very loosely coupled system.

In order to better understand the SOA, consider the architecture with more emphasis on four major components service description, registration of the service, discovery of the service and usage of the published service. Figure 1.2 shows different interactions among the components in SOA.

![Figure 1.2 Message Interaction between the Consumer and Service Provider in SOA systems](image-url)
This is a simple, yet very powerful concept for providing a communication channel between the consumer and service provider. A service provider develops a web services and publishes the service for the consumers with necessary message format and transport binding. The service provider can register this service and its description with one or more registries. Consumer can discover the service from the registry or directly establish a connection with service provider and start sending the messages in a format that is defined by service provider. The above mentioned structure is the basic implementation of SOA. It can be further extended by adding security and other management features. In this thesis, I present the role of these services and their impact on information retrieval process in a grid environment.

1.3. Need for an Information Retrieval System in Grid Environment

*Information retrieval (IR) is the science and practice of identifying documents or sub-documents that meet information needs* [17]. In other words, the basic need of an information retrieval system is to match an information need against a database with the purpose of retrieving the information that matches the need from the collection of files that from the database. It can be used by end users, applications and other services as subordinate part, to provide documents that match information needs. Building an information retrieval system is an effort to integrate information retrieval techniques with the power of grid computing.

Generally grid applications require the handling of huge amounts of data (typically in the terabyte or petabyte range) so they need different types of data handling
tools such as data mining, information retrieval. Because of the amount of data many grid projects deal with, hierarchical and distributed processor architectures are needed for an information retrieval system.

Consider a scenario where a grid is connected with heterogeneous systems distributed across the world and not every internal document is available online. In this case if a client from one corner of the world wants to access those files from the other corner of the grid, there must be a mechanism which enables the system to access the data that is not available publicly. This case explains the situation where we need an information retrieval system (a service) which can integrate present sources of information such as web services, database servers, portals, etc into a single secure, scalable system.

These services are independent from other services, and being Web Services, they are distributed and can be created dynamically and in any virtual organizations. This provides a facility to integrate with other forms of information retrieval implementations such as ontology based retrieval and it can also be sub-part of other services.

1.4. Role of Web Services in Information Retrieval System

Information Retrieval (IR) can be defined as the process of searching and retrieving the documents from a given database based on the input query [33]. The IR Framework for Grid environment was originally devised as a set of interfaces for the Java programming language implement the various components of the system such as query processor, indexer and collection manager in a way that would allow them to be easily
linked together into a single system. Initially, it was intended that this hybrid system would run on a single machine. However the advent of Web Services offers a different approach for implementing the framework which is more suited to the distributed nature of the various components involved in the grid information retrieval (GIR) system. Many of the components in the GIR framework can be mapped to Web Services – for example, Query Processor Web Service may take a query and convert it to a suitable form.

The Application Programming Interface (API) for the Web Service may then take a suitable query and return a set of relevant documents using a particular algorithm. This hierarchical structure of information retrieval system not only enables to develop individual components of the system on their own platforms but also provides a way to integrate together over the Internet to build a complete system.

Another reason for using Web Services as part of retrieval process is the ease with which they can be implemented independently and integrated together minimal difficulty. Each component of the GIR is a Web Services and they are independent of each other and, being Web Services, they are distributed. Since they can be initiated and called from anywhere, they can be integrated in any combination of virtual organizations. This also provides a facility to extend the GIR, by providing abstraction and modularity to integrate the enhancements. Since they are autonomous the enhancement algorithms for any component can be easily integrated to the existing system. For example if we want to add an extension of semantic-based search technique, we need only to wrap the query processor with an extra wrapper which provides this capability.
2. GOALS OF THIS THESIS

This work concentrates on the role of web service in grid computing for information retrieval processes, which is used to integrate all the components of Information retrieval system query processor, indexer and collection manager. An introduction to which is provided in this chapter. More detailed explanation about each component, implementation details and about the terminology used in this work is provided in the later chapters.

2.1. Brief about the application

This Information retrieval system applies the concepts of grid computing to IR in order to provide a general infrastructure for distributed networks. It also brings the capabilities of IR to grid computing. The idea of this system is to define an IR system in terms of three functional components, implemented as web services: the Collection Manager Service (CM), the Indexing/Searching service (IS), and the Query Processing service (QP). This architecture was proposed by Grid Information Retrieval – Working Group (GIR-WG) and presented at GGF-5 conference. These services are autonomous, and being Web Services, they are distributed. Since they can be created dynamically and in any combination of virtual organizations, they can be used to create new IR systems or link existing ones together in an interoperable network of IR services. These three
components concentrate on different steps of information retrieval process. The Query Processor takes the input text to search for from a user and accesses the database, indexed by Indexer. The Collection Manager informs the Indexer when to re-index the database after new documents are added to grid.

2.2. Goals

The primary goal of this document is to show how web/grid services can be useful in implementing an IR system in grid environment. In order to achieve this, we apply the concepts of grid computing to information retrieval process and to provide a general infrastructure for distributed networks. Our purpose is to utilize grid computing advantages as applied to the science of information retrieval.

Information Retrieval in a Grid Environment can be defined as a set of web/grid services which, together, constitute a complete IR system [17], composed principally of the three components Query Processor, Data Indexer and Collection Manager. The main aim of developing the system is to develop these three components as Web Services so that the structure of the system provides a whole new level of abstraction. Different groups can work on different components of the Grid Information Retrieval components and integrate them in a straightforward way.

The basic process described by this thesis is:

- gather network-based documents
- build data in an indexed form for retrieval, using the Indexer
- determine post-indexing term and document weights
• use Query processors, to take input queries from users and merge the result sets
• rank the results from different sources and merging them
• organize or present the result set to users
• update the indexer frequently, using the Collection manager to keep track of the information added or updated in grids
• include the Grid security infrastructure in all the steps of information retrieval process.
• make efficient use of computational resources

In many cases, Grid IR will allow communication between two or more components (e.g., multiple Collection Managers communicating with an Indexer). Anticipated individual services include crawlers, indexers and search and presentation engines. Solutions for most of the IR techniques are available, although some do not scale well or are less amenable to the distributed processing of the Grid. The IR system presented here is capable of handling extremely large collections (billions of documents). Grid IR will benefit from past experiences in networked IR. For example, the Z39.50 offers the ability to send a query to multiple IR engines. GridIR will take Z39.50 further by layering IR on the Grid security and authentication infrastructure, and by providing sophisticated techniques for merging and ranking the results from the engines.
3. LITERATURE SURVEY

The development of the grid information retrieval system pertinent to this work utilizes various existing grid computing technologies and underlying frameworks. This chapter contains a brief description of these technologies, along with an introduction to the text-based information retrieval system (Amberfish) that has played an important role in laying a foundation for developing a Web Service model to implant an information retrieval system in grid environment.

3.1. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

The goal of the SOA is to collaborate different services which are published and available to use. Implementing SOA is essential to provide agility to the existing system and this flexibility promised by Web Services. Microsoft defines SOA as, it’s not a product. It is a design philosophy that informs how the solution should be built. Often people use the words SOA and Web Services interchangeably. While it is true that Web Service is an implementation methodology using specific standards and language protocols to execute on a SOA solution, the two are distinct. These benefits are delivered not by just viewing service architecture from a technology perspective and the adoption of Web Service protocols, but require the creation of a Service Oriented Environment that is based on the following key principles [7]:

• Service is the first and most important part of SOA. Web Services can be used to make the services available using the set of protocols by which Services can be published, discovered.

• SOA is not just an architecture of the services seen from a technology perspective; it’s a philosophy to ensure policies, practices, and frameworks.

Service orientation is a means for integrating resources across heterogeneous systems. Each resource whether an application, service or data storage system, can be accessed as a service. These capabilities are available through interfaces; complexity occurs when one service differs from another in their implementation of services (e.g.: operating system or communication protocols they use). Service orientation uses standard protocols and conventional interfaces usually Web services to facilitate to provide interoperability among diverse services. Specifically, SOA allows the underlying service capabilities and interfaces to be composed into processes. Each process is itself a service, one that now offers up a new, aggregated capability. Because each new process is exposed through a standardized interface, the underlying implementation of the individual service providers is free to change without impacting how the service is consumed.

3.1.1. Architectural Components

SOA architectural components can be broadly categorized into three categories

• **Service providers.** A Service provider publishes and maintains a stateless service which accepts the input from the consumer and provides the outputs.
- **Service consumers.** A service consumer, interested in using one or more of the services provided by service providers.

- **Service repository.** A service repository contains the collection of descriptions of the services. Service providers register their services in this repository and service consumers access the repository to discover the services being provided.

### 3.1.2. Issues and Challenges

The demand for a robust architecture such as SOA, which responds to integrate internal or external service systems, is not without its challenges. Some of the challenges are described below.

- **Service identification,** identifying services and determining corresponding service providers is a critical and the first step in architecting a service-oriented solution.

- **Service location,** finding an ideal location for the service to execute.

- **Service domain definition,** Classifying services into logical domains simplifies the architecture by reducing the number of components to be addressed.

- **Service packaging** defines how is existing functionality within legacy mainframe systems to be re-engineered or wrapped into reusable services.

- **Service orchestration,** given service exists because there's at least one instance of a service consumer initiating the request for that service.

- **Service routing,** enables these architectures to provide location transparency while ensuring acceptable system performance levels.
**Service governance**, is how the service provider exercise governance processes to administer and maintain services.

**Service messaging standards adoption**, Messaging standards specific to vertical industries enforce standardization on a set of data elements and message formats.

In addition to these integrating systems in SOAs requires identity management, authorization in a distributed environment, Service Aggregation, and Entity Aggregation.

### 3.2. Web Services

*A Web Service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards* [48].

Web Services offer a mean to communicate among loosely coupled systems by providing interoperable protocols for Security, Reliable Messaging and Transactions. These specifications are built over the XML and SOAP standards.

#### 3.2.1. Web Service Architecture

In case of standard Web access, the site or the service is identified by its domain name (a symbolic representation for its IP address). On the other hand a Web Service system is identified by a URI, whose public interfaces are defined and described by XML. Other software systems or services can communicate with these systems by using
XML messages defined by the services. This agrees with the above definition by W3C [48]. In this section we describe some of the technologies that are critical in creating Web Services and the role they fill in relation to this architecture. Web Service architecture involves many layered and interrelated technologies. There are many ways to visualize these technologies, just as there are multiple ways to build and use Web services. The Web Service architecture is built around the XML technologies and they are independent of the underlying transport mechanism. The following diagram shows the layered approach to Web Service Architecture.

Figure 3.1 Web Service Architecture [48]
Communication between the services and the consumer is done from the base layer of this architecture. The messages are packaged and exchanged using envelopes including SOAP and extension models. Different SOAP header messages are included in these extensive models for message correlation, transactional capabilities, message readability and service addressing. There is a high level description for every message exchange that happens between service and the consumer. This description is given by any description language of choice, and the most commonly used descriptive language is *Web Service Descriptive Language* (WSDL).

One can build different kinds of technologies using this architectural model. These technologies can be infrastructural, middleware solutions or high-end applications. Other noticeable features of this architecture are the vertical pillars of Security and Management which are spread across all the layers of the architecture. Security and Management are two features, required at all levels of horizontal architecture components. Some of the technologies used in this architecture are explained below.

**XML, Related Technologies and Relevance to Web Services**

Understanding the basics of XML is very important to develop interoperable solutions. We know from the previous section that Web Services communicate with each other by message exchange. These messages are defined in terms of XML. The importance of XML lies in its concepts of standard-based, flexible and extensible data format. Web Service messages are defined by using *XML infoset, XML schema, and XML*
name space standards. XML significantly reduces the burden of deploying the many technologies needed to ensure the success of Web Services.

Infoset specification provides a set of definitions for use in other specifications that need to refer to the information in an XML document. In other words it defines a set of information items and associated properties that comprise an abstract description. The XML Infoset specification provides for a consistent and rigorous set of definitions for use in other specifications that need to refer to the information in a well-formed XML document. These definitions help the standards and tools to validate XML documents.

Another important concern that may arise is the serialization format of the XML documents for transport and binding. There are multiple serialization formats available for XML today including simple XML text streams and binary XML streams. Serialization of the XML Infoset definitions of information may be expressed using XML 1.0. However, this is not an inherent requirement of the architecture. The flexibility in choice of serialization format(s) allows for broader interoperability between agents in the system. In the future, a binary encoding of the XML infoset may be a suitable replacement for the textual serialization. Such a binary encoding may be more efficient and more suitable for machine-to-machine interactions.

**SOAP**

The Simple Object Access Protocol is a light weight, XML-based mechanism for creating structured data packages that can be exchanged between any network applications. SOAP messages can be carried by a variety of network protocols; such as
HTTP, SMTP, FTP, RMI/IIOP, or a proprietary messaging protocol. The SOAP specification defines the following fundamental components:

- An envelope that defines a framework for describing the message structure
- A set of encoding rules for expressing instances of application-defines data types
- A convention for representing remote procedural calls and responses
- A set of rules for using SOAP with HTTP
- Message exchange pattern such as request-response, one-way, and peep-to-peer conversations

SOAP is currently being used as the standard for XML messaging including enveloping and exchanging messages. It is also very flexible and extensible offering the capability to add-on standards and application-defined extensions. The wide acceptance of SOAP is based on the fact that it builds upon XML infoSet. The format of SOAP message is formally defined in SOAP 1.2; specifically the messaging framework specification. Figure 3.2 illustrates the simple SOAP structure.

Figure 3.2 SOAP Message format.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap=
"http://www.w3.org/2007/08/soap-envelope"

<soap:Header>
</soap:Header>

<soap:Body>
</soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>
```
WSDL

Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is a XML language for describing Web Services. It enables us to describe the service and in turns enables the client to consume these services in standard way without having much knowledge about lower level protocol exchange binging including SOAP and HTTP. This high level abstraction on the services limits the human interaction and enables the automatic generation of proxies for Web Services, which can be static or dynamic. The messages themselves are described abstractly and bound to a well defined network protocol and a message format. Irrespective of the language implementations on sender and receiver side, if both the sender and receiver agree on the service description, (e.g. WSDL file), the implementations behind the Web services can be anything. The abstract service definition components are Types, Messages, Operations, PortType and Binding. The WSDL binding elements are used to specify the agreed grammar for input, output and fault messages. These are defined by WSDL for SOAP and HTTP.

There are two kinds of message encoding: literal encoding and SOAP encoding. Literal encoding specifies that the message will be constructed according to the specification in XML schema, where in SOAP encoding it occurs according to the SOAP-encoding rules defined in the SOAP specification. Other important concept in WSDL architecture is the message transfer format. The messages can be transferred as document or RPC parameters. Document means that the message is part the body of the message. And RPC means that the parts are just parameters of the call. These message formats should confirm to the SOAP semantic.
3.2.2. Purpose of the Web Service Architecture

Web Services provide a standard a way to interoperate between different software applications and services, running on different platforms. Here we intended to provide role of Web Services, and define its place within a largely distributed network system. The WSA provides a conceptual model and a context for understanding Web services and the relationships between the components of this model.

Fundamentally, the Web Services architecture is about interoperability: it identifies those global elements of the global Web Services network that are required in order to ensure interoperability among Web Services.

3.2.3. Comparison between Web Services and Standalone Applications

Web Services are generally considered to be thin clients as compared to standalone applications. Before the development of Web Services, Standalone applications used to be deployed on to a single machine that does not depend on any other infrastructure for processing. There were significant problems with this implementation. Some of them are deployment, scalability, fault tolerance, and maintenance.

**Deployment**

One major challenge with the standalone application is that it has to be installed in every machine present in the distributed environment in order to put the machines to good use. If the dependencies of the product change, the deployment should be done in all machines adding an extra overhead.
**Scalability**

Scalability refers to the capability of a system to increase total throughput under an increased load when resources (typically hardware) are added [56]. As the requirement of processor capacity grows, there is no easy way to satisfy the needs other than buying new hardware in the case of standalone applications. Also, the service will be unavailable momentarily when it is migrated from one processor to the other. In case of a Web Service, this can be solved easily by adding more machines to the existing infrastructure.

**Fault Tolerance**

There is a risk of single point failure in standalone applications; if anything goes wrong with the processor, the service is down. However, in a Web Service, one of the child nodes can take over the responsibility of the head node in case of any failure.

**Maintenance**

Even a small requirement change can lead to lot of problems due to the effort required to re-install the application. With the introduction of Web Services, maintenance has become more convenient with the n-tier architecture deployment infrastructure.
3.3. Grid Computing

The evolution of Grid Computing has started as an important branch in the Computer Science field by proving itself different from distributed computing because of its focus on the resource sharing, coordination and high performance computing. Grid Computing is intended to solve the problems with resource sharing among the individual or groups. Examples include the Particle Physics Data Grid, which involves a widely distributed team of physicists working to analyze the data streaming out of large international particle physics projects. Other disciplines such as astrophysics, genomics and proteomics, and chemical engineering are building many other Grid applications according to their needs. To enable the collaboration of distributed teams to build these applications, grids require an architecture which uses the services to manage the resources provided to them. These grid resources include power, data storage, hardware requirements and other applications. In this scenario, a grid needs to have services which provide resource discovery, authentication, authorization, and access mechanisms. Some of these services are explained below.

- **Security services**: There should be a way to authenticate Grid users before accessing the information from the grid. And this requires separate services to define what the user is authorized to do. Also privacy is also one of the serious security concerns for grid.

- **Scheduling services and resource brokers**: When multiple users need to use a distributed set of resources or applications in a grid (such as advanced instruments and databases) in a linked computation, there should be a fair mechanism to allocate the services or resources among the users.
• **Information and data services**: Many large scientific applications require a way to store and retrieve huge amount of data distributed around the world. This data must be indexed to make information accessible to the user.

### 3.3.1. The Grid Architecture

The concept of virtual organization is the key to Grid Computing. A new architectural model was developed for the establishment, management and cross organizational resource sharing within virtual organization. This architecture is known as the Grid Architecture (GA). **GA identifies the basic components of the grid system and defines the purpose and functions of such components and indicates how each of these components interacts with each other** [1]. The main attention of this architecture is on interoperability among the resource providers and users which is required to establish the sharing relationships. This interoperability requires common protocols at each layer of the architectural model. The layered architectural model of GA provides mechanisms, interfaces, schema and protocols at each layer, by which users can negotiate, establish, manage and share the resources. Figure 3.3 illustrates the layers in GA with specific capabilities at each layer. It also compares the corresponding Internet Protocol (IP) layers, for the purpose of providing more clarity to the specifications.

*The Fabric Layer* defines all the physical and logical resources that can be shared between the users in a grid. These resources include computational resources, data storage, networks, catalogs and other system resources.
The Connectivity Layer defines the protocols used for communication and authentication in a grid specific networking environment. Here the communication protocols cover the issues related with transport, routing, naming. These protocols ensure the data exchange between the fabric layers of respective resources.

The Resource Layer utilizes the protocols (mainly communication and security protocols) required by the connectivity layer to control the secure negotiation, initiation, monitoring the sharing of operations across individual resources.

While the resource layer manages the individual resources, The Collective Layer is responsible for global resource management and the message exchanges among the resources. This layer implements a wide variety of services, such as discovery, co-
allocation, scheduling and brokering services, monitoring and diagnostic services, data replication services, work load management and authorization services.

The Application layer provides an Application Programming Interface (API) for user applications by utilizing the services defined by each layer described above. Such applications can directly use all the resources available in the grid with proper authorization.

3.3.2. Types of grids

Grid computing can be used in a different ways to address various kinds of application requirements. Building a grid is purely application specific. There are three primary types of grids which are described below, though, there are no hard boundaries among these grid types and a grid may be a combination of two or more types. However, the decisions made regarding the application development for the grid environment will depend on the type of grid you are using. The three different types of grids are described below.

Computational grid

A computational grid is focused on setting aside resources specifically for computing power. In this type of grid, most of the machines are high-performance servers. These types of grids generally used in the fields such as distributed supercomputing, high-throughput computing and on-demand computing.
Scavenging grid

A scavenging grid is most commonly used with large numbers of desktop machines connected in a distributed environment to enable the resource sharing among available machines. Owners of the desktop machines are usually given control over when their resources are available to participate in the grid.

Data grid

A data grid is responsible for storing and providing access to data across multiple organizations. Users need not to bother about data storage location as long as they have access to the data. As an example, you may have two organizations doing the same research, each with unique data. A data grid would allow them to share, manage their data, and manage security issues such as authorization to access the data.

3.4. Grid Services

Open Grid Services aim for the integration of services across distributed and heterogeneous virtual organizations with disparate resources and relationships. The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) addresses these challenges by integrating grid computing and Web Services technologies. The basic purpose of OGSA is to provide a standard mechanism for creating, naming, and discovering the grid service instances. In addition to supporting the integration with native platforms, it also provides location transparency and multiple protocol bindings for the service instances. This enables the system to handle lifetime management, reliable invocation, authentication, authorization and delegation of the services.
The OGSA defines grid as an extensible set of services that may be aggregated in different ways to meet the requirements of virtual organizations. These services vary from information discovery through state registration and management for secure, reliable service creation to handling the allocation of resources. OGSA assigns a well-defined set of standard interfaces for managing the service instances. These interfaces are discussed below [3].

**Discovery**, to discover available resources and services

**Dynamic service creation**, to create and manage new service instance

**Lifetime management**, to reclaim services and resources associated with failed operations

**Notification**, for asynchronous notification of changes in the state among collection of dynamic, distributed services

**Authentication** allows the identify of individuals and services to be established for policy enforcement.

**Reliable invocation** guarantees that a service has received a message. It gives the foundation for higher-level-per-operation semantics, such as transaction.

These standards and the protocol bindings increase the generality of the architecture without compromising the functionality. At the same time, OGSA has its downside. It is very bulky, has a very complex architecture, is highly object-oriented and lacks the support from WSDL 2.0 extensions [7]. These issues with uprising Web Services standards introduced a new framework WSRF.
3.4.1. **Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF)**

In order to support the new standards of Web Services such as WS-Addressing, OGSI proposed a framework which partitions its functionality into five distinct specifications [66].

*WS-Resource Properties*, associates stateful resources and their properties with Web Services. It includes operations to receive, change and delete resource properties.

*WS-Resource Lifetime* creates or destroys a WS-Resource immediately or in the future.

*WS-Renewable Reference* retrieves a new endpoint reference to a service.

*WS-Service Group* manipulates collections of Web Services.

*WS-Base Fault* describes types for error reporting.

*WS-Notifications* uses publish and subscribe technologies for notification.

These specifications capture all the functionality provided by OGSI, but do so in a way that integrates with evolving Web Services standards. In addition, the WSRF expresses the OGSI definition in a more consistent way more familiar to Web Services developers in genera [66].

3.4.2. **Relationship between Web services and Grid Services**

In this chapter we have described about Web Services and Grid Services along with their respective architectures. The basic purpose of these architectures is the creation of interoperable services and their respective applications. As described above, Grid Computing is the process of sharing resources among the distributed system in virtual organizations. This involves the interoperable access to resources. The evolution of Grid
Computing into Grid Services chooses Web Services technology as its underlying tool for defining these interoperable resources. The basic reason for this is that the base of Web Services is a set of interoperable open protocols.

As we have discussed the both Web Services and Grid Services in previous sections, we can now draw relationship and differentiate each of them. A key consideration is the ability of an application maintaining its state information. For example, a purchase order system keeps a user’s order information between the interaction for the purpose of verifying, changing or updating the order information. This state information may be local or stored in external sources such as databases. To understand this distinction it is very important to understand how state is managed in Web Service scenarios. We can classify state management of the services into two types: *Interaction aware state information*, where the interactions are done between the client and service using a simple cookie, session ID, or complex correlation information. The advantage of this type of state information is that the server side is not managing any state information of client.

*Application aware state information*, where the services are aware of each client’s state information. Each service creates a new client specific instance and a reference to this instance will be passed to a client interaction with the service without passing correlation information. These services typically referred as stateful services.
3.5. Information retrieval (IR)

Information retrieval (IR) is the science of searching for information in documents, searching for documents themselves, searching for metadata which describe documents, or searching within databases, whether relational stand-alone databases or hyper textually networked databases such as the World Wide Web [68]. Unfortunately the word information can be very misleading; many people use the word data retrieval (DR) interchangeably with information retrieval (IR). To make clear distinction between these two, the following discussion puts forward some of the distinguishing properties of DR and IR.

Matching: DR retrieves all the documents which are the exact match for the query. Where as IR retrieves on the basis of partial or the best match.

Inference: Inference in DR is done using deduction whereas IR uses induction.

Model: DR uses deterministic model and IR probabilistic.

Query Language: the query language for DR will generally be of the artificial kind, one with restricted syntax and vocabulary; IR implements natural language processing as query language.

Query Specification should be complete in DR where in IR it need not to be complete.

Items Wanted: results are retrieved on exact matching basis in DR; in IR the search is done on relevant basis.

Error Responses: DR is more sensitive to errors in the sense that, an error in matching will not retrieve the wanted item which implies a total failure of the system. In IR, small errors in matching generally do not affect performance of the system significantly.
3.5.1. Different Types of Information retrieval

In this section we will discuss the different types of information retrieval techniques, variations and extensions of these methods which are part of modern IR process. Here we examine traditional text retrieval systems including full text scanning and the new developments on approximate and inversion based searching methods. This document also covers the method of using signature files and clustering approaches [38].

Full Text Scanning

This is the most straightforward way of searching the documents that contain a certain search string called substring test. Here the string is considered to be the sequence of characters without unnecessary characters. The algorithm for substring test is as follows:

- Compare all the characters of the query string to the corresponding characters of the document;
- If mismatch occurs, right shift the search string by one position and continue the search until the string is found or the end of the document is reached.

Although this is the simplest algorithm to implement, it is slow. If \( m \) is the length of the search string to be searched and \( n \) is length of the document, then it takes \( O(m \times n) \) comparisons. Knuth Morris and Pratt developed an alternate algorithm that needs \( O(m + n) \) comparisons. Their idea is to right shift the search string by more than one character to whenever a mismatch occurs. The fastest known algorithm was proposed by Boyer and Moore Their idea is to perform character comparisons from right to left if a mismatch occurs the search string may be shifted up to \( m \) positions to the right The number of...
comparisons in the worst case is $n + m$. Searching algorithms that can tolerate typing errors have been developed by Wu and Manbe [38].

The advantage of the full text scanning method is that it requires no space overhead and minimal effort on insertions and updates. The disadvantage is the bad response time, which might be severe for large data bases. Therefore full text scanning is usually carried out by special purpose hardware or it is used in cooperation with other access methods that restrict the scope of searching. These kinds of retrieval systems are best suited for Grid like environments.

**Signature Files**

The signature file approach has attracted much interest due to its efficiency in comparisons compared to full text scanning. In this method each document yields a bit string using hashing on all its words and superimposed coding. These signatures are stored in a sequential order in a separate file, which is smaller than the original file and can be searched much faster. Files and Huskey [42] applied this method on a database of bibliographic entries. They implemented a stop list to avoid the common words and a procedure to reduce each non common word to its stem. They also implemented a numeric procedure as a hashing function in place of a lookup table. Harrison [43] used the signature file approach in order to make the substring testing more efficient. He suggests using consecutive letters (n-grams) as input to the hashing function. Roberts [44] used a one level signature le for a telephone directory application, where the signature file is stored in a 'bit-slice' manner; the bits are stored in a consecutive manner. Although this structure makes updates difficult it reduces the I/O cost for retrieval. He
suggests creating the signatures in such a way that terms that appear frequently in queries are treated specially.

Two level signature files have been suggested by J.J. Rocchio [45] with improved search speed. The advantage of this system are the simplicity of its implementation, efficiency in handling the insertion operations, handling the queries with partial words, ability to support a growing file, tolerance to spelling errors. The disadvantage is long response time when the file is large.

**Inversion**

In this method each document is represented in terms of key words that describe the content of the document in retrieval process. These words are indexed and arranged in an alphabetical order. Each word points to the documents in which that word occurs. This is the basic approach for many commercialized systems. More sophisticated methods are used to organize the index file, such as hashing, B- trees, or combination of these two. This combination uses two levels for the index file. Here the words starting with same pair of letters are stored together in the second level. First level contains the pointer to the second level.

The main disadvantage of this type of retrieval is the storage overhead, which can reach up to 300% of the original file. In addition to this, updating, re-organizing the index and merging lists take huge amount of cost if they are too long. And the advantages are that, the system is simple to implement and fast. It also supports the synonymous search.
Vector Model and Clustering

The basic idea of clustering is to group similar documents together to form clusters. The idea behind the clustering is grouping the similar documents is that the documents tend to be more relevant to search for the same request. Also grouping similar documents accelerates the searching procedure.

Clustering also can be applied to terms in addition to the documents. Terms can be grouped to form the classes of co-occurring terms. Co-occurring terms are usually relevant to each other and sometimes synonymous. This grouping will enable to forming a thesaurus automatically which in turn makes the searching procedure more efficient.

Document clustering is a combination of two different procedures. First, the cluster generation and second, cluster search. And these two procedures are discussed below.

Cluster Generation Methods

In the cluster generation method each documents is represented as a vector and operates on vectors or points of a t-dimensional space. As each document is processed and some keywords are assigned to it. This is the indexing procedure and it can be carried out either manually or automatically. An automatic indexing procedure usually uses the following dictionaries.

- A negative dictionary that is used to remove common words.
- A suffix and prefix list that help to reduce each word to its stem.
- A dictionary of synonyms that helps to assign each word stem to a concept class.

The main criterion for efficiency is the time required for clustering. Space requirements are usually neglected in the performance analysis of the cluster generation methods.
Many cluster generation methods have been proposed. Unfortunately no single method meets both requirements for soundness and efficiency. There are two classes of methods.

- 'sound' methods, that are based on the document similarity matrix.
- Iterative methods, which are more efficient and proceed directly from the document vector.

**Cluster Searching**

Searching in a clustered file is considered to be a simpler task than cluster generation. The input query is a t-dimensional vector and it is compared with the cluster centroids. The searching starts from the most similar clusters, i.e. those whose similarity with the query vector exceeds a threshold. A cluster-to-query similarity function has to be selected; generally people prefer to use the cosine function is preferred.

The vector representation of queries and documents allows relevance feedback mechanism which increases the effectiveness of the search user pinpoints the relevant documents among the retrieved ones and the system reformulates the query vector and starts the searching from the beginning. The usual way to carry out query re-formulation is by adding vector addition to the query vector, based on the weighted vectors of the relevant documents and by subtracting the non-relevant ones. Experiments indicate that this method gives excellent results.
3.6. Amberfish (Text-Based Information Retrieval System)

Amberfish is general purpose text retrieval software, developed at Etymon Corporation by Nassib Nassar. The main features of this text retrieval system are indexing the semi structured text, structured queries allowing generalized field/tag paths, efficient indexing, and relatively low memory requirements during indexing, hierarchical result sets, allowing modular indexing which provides a way to search across multiple databases and Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [47] format results. In the process of indexing, Amberfish creates a set of files that collectively known as a database. Once the database has been created, the original text can be searched via database. The following sections explain more details about this system including the role of Amberfish in Grid-based information retrieval systems.

3.6.1. Brief about the Application

The basic features of the Amberfish are indexing and searching. In addition to these it also provides the following features.

- Provides the built-in support for XML documents using the Xerces library.
- Supports Boolean queries, right truncation, and phrase searching.
- Uses relevance ranking and incremental indexing.
- Supports for multiple documents per file.

It is very easy integrate this tool with other UNIX tools. Amberfish uses an open source database “postgresql” as its backend tool. Indexing and Searching features are explained below.
Indexing

The easiest way to understand Amberfish is to index and search a small collection of text files. As an example, consider the Amberfish command:

```
$ af -i -d dbName -C -v *.txt
```

“The `af` command is used for indexing/searching the files. Here `-i` is used for indexing purpose. ‘dbName’ indicates the database file that you want to create after indexing, so that the search can done over that particular database. `-d` option is used here for this. The list of files is expected to be at the end of the line. The `-C` option indicates that we want to create a new database. If the database name already exists, it automatically over writes the old one. Finally, the `-v` option tells af to print information about the indexing process as it goes along. In order to provide the user more control over indexing, it also have another option, `-m`. It may be added to the command to increase the amount of memory used for indexing, which helps to reduce indexing time. The indexing process creates a group of files beginning with `dbName`. These are the index files that make up the database. We can use the same `af` tool with this database to search the files we have indexed” [24]. It also has an option by which we can linearize the database once the indexing is done. And the command,

```
af -L -d dbName.
```

Linearizing reduces the amount of time taken to search, but at the same time linearizing takes lot of time to process. The main disadvantage of linearizing the database is that it modifies the database so that no additional documents can be added later.
Searching

In this section only basic features of searching are described taking the following example.

```
$ af -s -d dbName -Q 'gmu & (computer science | electronics)'
```

The `-s' option with `af' command used for search operation. The `Q' option specifies a Boolean search query, which represents what you are searching for. The symbols, `&' and `|', are Boolean operators meaning `and' and `or' respectively. The above mentioned query can be represented in English as, find all documents that contain the word, `gmu', and also contain the word `computer science' or `electronics'. The search string is case-insensitive. Gmu, GMU or gmu are all the same. Amberfish also provides some other features, such as, phase searching, searching the specific fields within documents, XML type documents. The full description of Amberfish Retrieval System is described in reference [27].
4. ARCHITECTURAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 4.1 Architectural block diagram of Information Retrieval System in a Grid Environment
Figure 4.1 shows the different components and interfaces present in the IR system. An abstract of each of the components of the system are presented below.

Collection Manager (CM):
• Keeps track of updates or additions of documents in the each node.
• Notifies the indexer when it is time to re-index.

Indexer/Searcher Service (IS):
• Indexes all the documents present in the grid.
• Maintain searchable databases for querying document sets

Query Processor (QP)
• Preprocesses queries and if required, it expands the query.
• Provides one access point to multiple indexers.

These three are the basic components of the IR system in a Grid environment. Each of these components and related interfaces are explained in detail in the next chapters.
5. A GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM IN A GRID ENVIRONMENT

Grid Information Retrieval is a concept which integrates the Grid Computing with IR techniques to build a powerful information retrieval system. It adds a whole new perspective to the information retrieval trends in grids. GRID IR is currently a proposed working group of the Open Grid Forum and will use the Open Grid Service Architecture to specify a set of IR Services, which will be implemented in grid environment.

5.1. Introduction

In the last decade, there has been a proliferation of implementations of information retrieval systems and the corresponding IR architectures. The main purpose of this thesis is to provide a means to integrate all the useful features of all these existing architectures and services into one model that serves as common platform for interoperability of current systems. This could be achieved by implementing all the components of IR system as Web Services. Here we present a prototype of a particular system which implements each component as a Web Service, all of which are integrated together to work as fully functional information retrieval system. This is similar to distributed computing except it is more finely refined implementation for task monitoring and synchronization among the nodes present in the grid. Since Grid computing has a
security model built in by default, we also can implement desired security features in all levels in the information retrieval system. The requirements and the overview of the system are given in the following sections.

5.2. System Requirements

This section covers detailed description of the requirements for a grid information retrieval system.

5.2.1. General Implementation Requirements

The following describes the general requirements for any information retrieval system in a grid environment.

Distributiveness

The system should cater the needs of IR process in a network connected to more than two computing nodes, so that we can benefit the power of grid computing.

Modular

The system must clearly defined roles for each component (module) of the system. Modularity level of the system depends on the architecture and the network infrastructure. As the number of modules increase, it becomes more flexible, but at the same time, the complexity of the system increases. An effective design must have a balance between these two.

Message Passing

There has to be a way by which all the modules can talk with each other for creating a link, sending and receiving the data once the connection is created.
**Asynchronous notifications**

One module might request the notification from the other after an event or an action taking place. This way the sink between any two modules can be maintained.

**Event-Driven Operation**

If any module sends an asynchronous notification, the response should be immediate.

Since every component in the system is a Web Service, each service can communicate to others and every message is considered as a separate event.

**Service Persistence**

It requires that a service is considered to be persistent if it remains active for some time after initial creation of the connection in order to serve the subsequent operational requirements. There has to be a mechanism where you can destroy the inactive services in a timely manner.

**Query Persistence**

A persistent query is defined as a query against a particular dataset of indices and result set which are updated through scheduling or triggered event such as index update. Consider an example where a new document is available to a collection, which may trigger the dependent indexer to update itself to include the newly added document. In turn the Indexer updates all the datasets that are dependent processes maintaining persistence such that the results may be updated in real-time efficiently.

**Meta Services**

It requires that all modules must describe access mechanism and the semantic description of all methods defined. These access methods and the argument data types are defined by
using WSDL file. All data set must describe its content type, collection and the query holdings.

**Data Collection and Descriptive Services**

It provides a method to describe an abstract data collection to users and other services. This service is considered to be input for a process that results in collection manager. The description might include specific URLs, message transfer and, crawling rules.

**Scheduling Services**

It provides a method to schedule periodic updates to the existing datasets. Any update in the document collection should invoke this scheduling service in order to update the all indexers to include newly added or updated documents.

**Data delivery Service**

There has to be a mechanism for transferring the metadata of the documents from collection manager to indexers.

**Document Content Type**

The system must have the capability of handling different types of document formats. Specifically, a system must be able to define its transferring data format and should be compatible with all the components. For example, a collection may contain text, html, xml or audio type documents. But indexer may not support the audio files. So they require meta services to list the supported data formats.

**Document Transformation Capabilities**

It provides a way to change a file from one content type to another content type.
**Index Generation Service**

It is the basic feature of the IR system which actually indexes all the documents in a searchable database (datasets), provided by the collection manager. These datasets should be available to users in order to access the information.

**Query Service**

It provides an interface from which user can input the queries to the indexer for searching purpose. These queries are generally expressed in terms of keywords, normalized forms or as regular expressions.

**Result Set**

It contains metadata of all the relevant documents, which matches with the input query. It contains the links to the actual documents.

**Query types**

These are mechanisms through which we specify the arbitrary category for a query, providing a way to search based on some particular criterion. For example, to search the documents related to sports and avoid all other datasets from searching, and thereby speed up the process of searching the datasets. To assure the interoperability, there must be a basic query type supported by the system.

**Result Set Delivery Service**

These services are required to provide a way of retrieving query results from datasets provided by indexer. This will allow a user to retrieve from more than one range of records from the set. Each result retrieved should point to the original location of the document. At the same time there has to be a way to delete the result sets remotely.
**Index Scan Services**

It supports browsing the content of an index. This will provide the keywords that appear in an index, which helps in better query formation.

**Support for peer to peer communication**

The communication model should support the P2P. For example, there should be a way to communicate between two participants of the system for a given task.

**Support for client-server communication**

Client must know a way to send the requests to the server and receive the responses from it. The communication model should support client-server communication.

**Distributed Searching**

The system must be able to utilize the power of grid computing by distributing a single query across multiple search modules.

**Merging the Result**

It should be able to merge all the results retrieved from one or more Indexers.

**5.2.2. Security Requirements**

Security is another important feature in the information retrieval process. Issues related to security at all levels of the system must be addressed. An IR system in the grid environment must assure the same level of security that Grid provides as underlying infrastructure, such as OGSA with ongoing work with Web Services security (WSsec).

Security for the information management and network systems has three basic principles, which are defined to achieve the goals of a good security infrastructure.
i. **Confidentiality**

The main goal of this feature is protecting the system from unauthorized access to the information. Two important aspects of this are authentication and identification. By using these two mechanisms we can prevent the unauthorized access to the data.

**ii. Access Control**

The system should avoid giving full access to the information for all. It should control the information access according to the permissions.

**iii. Integrity**

Integrity is preventing the accidental or intentional unauthorized access to system data. In other words the system data can only be accessed and altered by only authorized parties.

The following are part of above mentioned security management issues. The system must satisfy the requirements of mentioned below.

**Authentication**

Before giving the permission to access the information in grid, the system must identity the user and the connection to the services should be mutually established during any session. The term “user” here indicates a single user, group or another service.

**Authorization**

It is the process of giving permission or privilege to someone to access the information. It is away to identify the users who are using the system. By implementing this feature we can prevent the misuse of the system from intruders.
Hosting environment authorization

Generally the system is built on the technologies such as Web Services, Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4), Grid Services, which typically run in a hosting environment, such as an operating system, Java run-time environment, Tomcat container, etc. Access to these environments may need to be restricted.

Service-level Authorization

There may be an authorization mechanism at lower levels of the service, which restricts the authorized user from accessing all features of the service. IR in the Grid should enforce this mechanism to prevent the access to the system without proper permissions. The service responses may be asynchronous in cases, where a human is responsible for giving authorizations to users.

Index-level authorization

There may be an authorization mechanism to ensure the authorized access to a specific index or dataset. The system must enforce the authorization decision as either “allow” or “deny”.

Record-level authorization

There may be an authorization mechanism to ensure the authorized access to a specific record within an index. As each component in the system is a Web Service, we can merge the result set of the system with the Web results. This result set may contain the merger of internal as well as the external links. In this case the IR system in Grid does not define any control access to such external links. Also it does not provide the second level record authorization, which means it is not capable of authorizing only part of the record. For
example: it can not allow the user to access only some pages in a single document. The user either has permission to access the document or doesn’t.

**Identity management**

System should be able to manage the identities associated with the services. This includes the features like establishment and maintenance.

**Single sign-on**

The system should eliminate the authentications at different levels of operations. It should maintain a single sign-on procedure which maps between local identity and a Grid identity. It is important that the identity and credential integrates with the user's already existing local security policies.

**Delegation**

Users should be able to access related services through this service; hence users should be able to delegate his credential through the service.

**Credential Renewal**

Generally in grids, temporary or proxy credentials are created for any user to access any kind of data or service that is available on that grid. IR in grids requires a mechanism to renew the temporary credential when it expires.

**Intrusion Detection System**

In general effective security requires that there should be a way to detect intrusions and breaches. System actions, administrative actions and policies should be monitored, to detect and deal with attacks.
**Logging and Audit**

System should maintain a log file of all user actions and system activities. This is vital to audit for dealing with intrusions and security threats. Policies should be clearly defined regarding when logs must be retained or disposed are outside the scope of this discussion.

**5.3. System Overview**

For the past two decades, the Information Retrieval field has developed well beyond the basic operation of indexing text and searching for the useful documents. Present research in the IR field incorporates modeling, document categorization, systems architecture, user interfaces, data visualization, filtering, languages, natural language processing, semantic search, and other related topics [33]. Despite its maturity, until the past decade, this field was a narrow area of interest mainly to librarians and information experts. Many information retrieval systems (search engines) are available and are capable of retrieving the information efficiently over the net. But an owner has sensitive data, spread across the world, who wants to search the data without publishing it to the public, finds an Information Retrieval system in the Grid environment finds to be useful. Such a system can search all the documents available in a grid and is able to merge the results with the information that is available on net retrieved by any search engine. This allows benefit from both the features of normal monolithic search engine and also an IR system in a distributed Grid environment.

The fundamental tasks of IR system in grid are described below:

- Collecting documents available on grid into a single database having many data sets
• Indexing the documents to make the search efficient
• Querying one or more document collections and merging the search results

The rest of this chapter covers each of these features in detail and assumes this particular model of a distributed IR system is segmented into three fundamental components based on the proposal given by GridInformationRetrieval–WorkGroup (GIR-WG). GIR defines interfaces that correspond roughly to each of the three fundamental IR tasks, respectively:

(1) Collection Manager
(2) Index/Search
(3) Query Processor.

This architecture was proposed with the OGSA architecture in mind. At the same time this architecture and specification seek to be neutral in relation to platform.

5.3.1. Design Considerations of the System

One of the primary motivations for developing an Information Retrieval system for Grid environments using Web Services is that the current IR systems are becoming too complex and massive [17]. In addition to this, there has been a constant increase in capacity of private data storage for monolithic implementation. The reason for considering this specific approach is to enable greater modularity in the next generation of IR systems. Generally, monolithic search engines use web crawlers and spiders to index the data that is available on the net; they cannot search for the data available on local machines connected in a network. In this scenario there is a need for an information retrieval system which can search the information present in local machines and merge
the results with web search results from the net. Implementing the IR system in the Grid would considerably increase available processing power, since current monolithic systems are restricted by the need to provide instant response to queries of extremely large data collections. It is necessary to consider the scalability of the interaction between the systems over the network in grids. It also is important to consider the security features throughout the system. This model combined with a distributed architecture can enable greater sharing of semi-public information among organizations by supporting their highly customized access constraints.

5.3.2. Architectural Components and Interfaces

This section of the chapter provides a detailed description of the Services (implementation of the interfaces) and the relationships among them. Consider a simple case, where each service implements a single interface. Here, the service is nothing but a Web Service which implements one or more interfaces of the system. For better understanding, we consider this simple case. This enables us to provide different services such as CM (Collection Manager) service, QP (Query Processing) services, and IS (Indexing Service)

**Collection Manager**

The Collection Manager mainly focuses on collecting and organizing the documents which have to be indexed, searched, and retrieved by using the Indexing service. CM retrieves the documents from various locations and provides to the client
depending on the client requests. The client here represents the Indexing Service, by using which the documents are indexed and searched. Any change in the set of collection can be notified to Indexing Service by CM. This change can be either update of existing documents or adding new documents to the collection set. In other word CM acts like a virtual document manager that notifies one or more Index Services upon the collection set updates. Simultaneously, the Index Service has an ability to retrieve the documents from one or more CM Services.

The CM Service accepts documents as input and also gives documents as output. It behaves like a warehouse, bringing all the documents to local system and sending them to off to the required location. Input and output communications in CM are controlled by setting the rules for the CM Service. The configuration of the system can be controlled by the administrator for the IR system in the Grid. The person need not to be an administrator for the local system, these actions (configuring the CM Services) can be performed by IR system function calls of the CM Service. It can also be performed by Indexing Service. Consider an example, creating an instance of Indexing Service enables the system to create an instance of CM Service, or interacts with already created instance of CM service. By using this instance we can configure the CM Services. As we can configure the services using the instance, anybody who can create an instance can control the collection sets using that instance. And because of this, we can’t really differentiate the roles of administrator and user in the IR system in Grid environment. The access control of these services may vary, depending on the location from which the user is accessing.
Figure 5.1 Collection Manager Service components and interaction with other services

Figure 5.1 shows the relationship among CM Service and other Services in IR system such as Index Service and also indicates the components of CM service. The CM Service generally takes the input documents from the remote server by using TCP/IP based protocols such as HTTP and FTP. Nevertheless, these documents also may be used to provide input to CM as events. These events can be compared as Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds in Web Technology. Depending upon the configuration of CM
Service, it searches the QP and IS to retrieve the documents from the result sets. In general CM Service is scheduled to gather the documents from specific servers but sometimes it checks for document updates on a regular schedule instead. CM retrieves the document based on certain criterion and the criterion is specifies as part of configuring the CM Service.

The CM service uses two types of mechanisms to provide output to the clients, “Pull Service” and “Push Service”. Pull service is used when client requests for the document from CM. Push service is used when output is provided to the client by a triggered event under certain circumstances, or a client has a request notification at a regular scheduled time, or some internal or external event has occurred which triggers the CM Service to send the documents to the client (here the Indexing Service). For example, if there are any new documents are added to the database or if the document location is changed, the CM sends notification to client that new documents are available. These rules are specified by configuration.

Index/Search

The Index/Search Service (IS) supports the basic features of a traditional IR system. It accepts documents, indexes them, and provides searching capabilities on those documents. In addition, it also provides a common search interface. IS need not be concerned about collecting the documents from various existing sources, as CM takes care of that. The main purpose of the IS Service is to create and manage the collected documents and provide them in a structured form, as needed to provide searching
capabilities. These structures are normally referred to as an “index.” IS also provides the capability of searching the indexed collection sets. This feature is supported by a “Searching Interface”. Searching capability is supported by both Query Processor and Indexing Service. So in order to make the searching feature accessible to both these Services, it is named after “Searching Interface” and can be implemented by these services independently.

The IS component is concerned with indexing and searching. The document collection needed for indexing process is managed by CM Service notifies the indexer for event driven updates. The Query Processor distributes the searching side of the IR system. The implementations of these two procedures are highly interrelated; it is very difficult to separate their implementations, but architecturally they are very distinct and easy to separate. In any IR system, the Indexing Service is the most significant and basic interface and that one has to implement. Since Indexing is the heart of information retrieval, implementing IS as Web Service will definitely add more modularity to the system. The most important feature of the indexing architecture is the distributing of the document collection to one or more CM components. The job of maintaining different input documents from different sources of IS may be reduced by preprocessing or normalization process in the CM.

Figure 5.2 shows the relationship among IS with other Services in IR system and indicates the components of IS Service.
IS service is considered to be the heaviest component in the IR system and has the most implementation complexity. In developing my prototype of IR system in the Grid environment, I used the third party software called Amberfish as IS. Amberfish is an application used for indexing the documents in a local system and a Web Service is implemented to retrieve the indexed documents. This application can be incorporated in the implementation of IR system in Grid to retrieve the data at node level. Once the results are retrieved from different indexers located in different virtual organizations, they can be merged using the QP Service.
Figure 5.3 represents the inner details of the Indexer. It has a two level data retrieval structure. The IS component consists of collection of data structures consisting metadata and the links pointing to the actual location. For the purpose of easy retrieval it also maintains the metadata of metadata. As the structure of IS Service is complex, the most architecturally significant features of IR system are placed in the CM and QP components, so as to distribute the overall complexity of implementation. The IS Service is configured in the same way as CM Service, with its relationship to CM being the only source of documents.

There are again two mechanisms that IS uses for indexing the documents. First, polling in which IS polls one or more CM’s for document updates. Second, an event-driven process, in which IS may receive notification from one or more CMs about the document updates. In both the cases IS notifies one or more QPs that the collection has
changed, after updating its local index to reflect the changes. Features other than the indexing are mentioned in the configuration, which include re-indexing schedule, document types. Once the indexing is done, IS organizes all the documents and maintains them in databases. These databases may be searched individually or in combination depending on the input query. The above mentioned IS search interface is based on the Z39.50 IR standard [48].

**Query Processor**

The Query Processor (QP), it is the third architectural component in IR system in a Grid Environment. The QP is a point of entry for a client wishing to search for the information in Grid Environment. It accepts the input queries from the client and then preprocesses the query before sending it to IS, if needed. Here the client can be a single user or a group or another service. It may submit the query to one or more ISs, in which case it is also concerned with merging result sets from those IS’s. As discussed in in the previous section, QP and IS provide an identical search interface. With regard to searching criteria QP acts like a virtual IS Service, but without indexing capability of its own. It acts as searching gateway to one or more IS’s; although it is not intended to save as a searching service on its own, the interface is common for both IS and QP so it can function as a searching service locally. However it is always preferable that this service should be served though IS Service interface, even if no indexing functions are provided through IR system.
Another purpose of QP is to act as an interface to a collection of ISs and CMs which can be managed independently and dynamically of the QPs. The important concept here is that any arrangement of CMs, ISs, and QPs is only one of potentially multiple virtual GIR organizations. QP can correspond to a single IS or many IS components. Unless QP is explicitly in a query role, it is always considered that the search is being done by using search interface via IS.

In reality a QP can serve as an IS, because both have identical interfaces for searching. Implementing both QP and IS as Web Services, it provides a flexibility for setting up an integrated system dynamically, by creating an instance of only a QP. This is a flexible compromise with respect to the traditional monolithic model of distributed searching, where searching is performed through a single point entry. In Z39.50 model [48], it searching operation is done on the user side in a distributed environment. IR system in a Grid Environment provides a flexibility of implementing either of these approaches depending on the system requirements. Figure 5.4 represents the relationship among QP Service with other Services in IR system and also illustrates the components of QP Service.
QP can be implemented as a Web Service to provide for distributed searching in Grid environment. The idea behind this is to manage the processing and distribution of queries to one or more IS Services. QP gets the responses from more than one IS and merge them into a single result set. So that the user gets only one result set from different virtual organizations connected to that particular grid. Thus, from the point of view of a user in searching for information in existing Grid systems, QP is not at all different from IS. The key problem comes while processing the query. QP distributes the queries to the Searching Interface and merges the returned results. Figure 5.5 shows the format in which QP sends the query to search interface.
QP also supports the function “standing query,” by which is means a query that is automatically reissued to a search interface, based on specific criterion. This can be either in the event of collection update, or on basis of regular schedule. It is another important aspect of IR systems in information filtering and QP can be used to implement this feature. Generally IR implements two types of queries, Fixed type query and Boolean type query.

Fixed type query, it is the concept in which a query is applied to a stream of documents. Boolean type query, it is the concept in which the relevance judgment is made on each document as being either relevant or irrelevant. As we already know that

---

**Figure 5.5** Format of the input query sent to Search Interface.
the documents themselves are not maintained by QP or the search interface of IS, QP returns the results as references to the documents. The documents can be retrieved from the client node either by communicating with the CM which has the collection of documents stored or by retrieving the documents directly through URL in case of document from web.

In general, the interactions among components of an IR system are asynchronous; hence all the operations such as managing, updating and searching are executed through event-driven notifications. For an IR system that follows the Z39.50 standards, all interfaces in IR system must support a feature, “Explain.” (the term is borrowed from Z39.50.) It explains the details about a service, such as its supported capabilities, the type of content available and searchable. The following are features of the “Explain”:

- What document collections those are available for searching?
- Which subset of searching capabilities are supported?
- What metadata elements are directly searchable?

5.4. Benefits of the IR Systems

IR systems in grids fundamentally allow user required information needs to be matched to documents by document collections, indexes and query engines, all of which exist as Web services. Generally all IR systems have only one method for indexing and query processing. These systems treat all documents equally. However, nearly all components of an IR system can run in parallel. An IR system implemented in grids will enable amalgamation of document collections in order to increase the performance. When
the security features of grid are included, document collections can be "published" to the grid, including access control lists that can limit who can query the database so that the results are shown only to the users who have the right permission access control. The following are the advantages of implementing IR in Grid Computing:

- The use of divide and conquer approach, implementing this technique to collections, indexing and querying processors combined with parallel execution of each of these components will definitely improve the overall performance of the system, allowing IR on larger collections or otherwise these techniques would be too slow or complex on non-Grid systems;
- The ability to retrieve and tune huge collections of documents.
- Security at all levels of the system, based on separately implementation as web Services.
- Implementing each component as Web Service increases the flexibility of applying multiple algorithms or IR techniques to the same data set, and then provides merging and ranking methods to determine the overall ranking from the merged results.
- Provides a framework for maintaining and updating collections and an infrastructure for changeable index-able content.

Other advantages of the Grid IR system when compared to monolithic search engines are:

- User queries will run only against those collections of documents with a possibility of possessing relevant documents. This process eliminates the search against all the collections which have least or no relevance to the document search. For example
person wants to search the information about top universities might want to avoid searching the databases related to the wonders of the world.

- Every collection is customized according to the qualities of the respective collection. Customization of collections include a full range of query processing, document processing, different IR mechanisms such as key word weight, and IR models such as Boolean, Full-Text retrieval, Vector Space, and Latent Semantic Indexing.

- Generally, monolithic search engines run each query against billions of documents which are pre-indexed, whereas an IR system in a grid runs the query against far smaller collections which enables more complex queries to run.

- Since the current model of Grid IR supports collections of smaller size and localization to a particular source in a virtual organization, it can be updated very quickly without re-indexing all the collections. This eliminates the delay as experienced among the harvest runs exhibited by other search engines. Thus it is reasonable to expect the capacity of the system to exceed any search engine.

- Grid computing integrated with Web Services provides a notification mechanism by which one event can trigger the other. For example, adding or updating new documents in collection manager will trigger an event of re-indexing of that particular collection. This model supports features such as standing queries and information filtering.
5.5. Usage Scenario

This section describes a sample usage scenario of the information retrieval system in a Grid environment. One typical application need might be an alternative to monolithic search engines for cases when such engines do not offer sufficiently sophisticated capabilities, or when security constraints limit their use. Within in an organization, there may be different franchises at different geographical locations across the world, and each has its own data sources such as units, departments, each of these may have different sets of data of different data types to represent the routine activities. For example, a business like online selling store might have a technical product support unit that has textual documents in XML markup or other formats, and a manufacturing unit that keeps track of part numbers and inventories and the manufacturing facilities.

In this case, if a user wants to access a document related to manufacturing processes or materials. For this, IR in grid environment offers two important capabilities over alternatives retrieval systems: integrity, and security. Since the datasets related to manufacturing and technical documents not available to the outside world, they could not be searched by using public search engines. By creating two separate IR indexes, perhaps with different IR systems or settings, search is enabled. Here an IR system offers the capability of search across both datasets and merge results based on the capabilities of each IR system. Because IR operates within the secure Grid computing environment, it is possible to associate different control access to different data sets depending on the sensitivity of the information.
Another important use case scenario that should be considered is information filtering. IR in grid environment offers a capability to set up long-running queries against dynamic datasets, a process known as information filtering. In other words if any system includes the features such as resource monitoring and events tracking apart from the regular searching option this is known as information filtering. In such a system document indexes will be automatically updated with an automated trigger action define by collection manager. If any new documents are added to the system, CM will trigger an action to re-index the current data sets. Thus, if any inventory is updated in above mentioned example on a constant basis we can trigger an action of re-indexing the datasets accordingly. This keeps the data sets always updated.
6. DETAILED DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

This chapter presents the detailed design of an IR system in the Grid environment using the Use Case, Class and Sequence diagrams. The goal from this is to produce a model of the components involved in an IR system which later will need to be built. The representations of the components that are to be used in the target system need to be designed.

UML Approach

Software design is a process that gradually changes as various new, better and more complete methods with a broader understanding of the whole problem in general come into existence. There are various representations of methods in software design and they are as follows:

- Use case Diagram
- Class Diagram
- Sequence Diagram
- Collaboration Diagram
- State Chart Diagram
- Component Diagram
- Deployment Diagram

Here, here we use only first three approaches to describe the design of the system. The following explain each of these three approaches in brief.
**Use case Diagrams:**

A Use Case Diagram consists of use cases and actors and shows the interaction between the use cases and actors.

- The purpose is to represent the system requirement from user’s perspective.
- It must be remembered that the use cases are the functions that are to be performed in the module.
- An actor could be the end-user of the system or it could be another external system.

**Class Diagram:**

This is one of the most important diagrams in software development. Every class in the diagram is divided into three layers. One has the name, the second describes its attributes and the third its methods. The private attributes are represented by a padlock to the left of the name. Main features include

- The relationships are drawn between the classes.
- Developers use the Class Diagram to define the classes.
- Analyses use it to show the details of the system.

**Sequence Diagram:**

The purpose is to show the flow of functionality through a use case with information flow sequenced in time. In other words, we can call it mapping processes in terms of data transfers from the actor through corresponding objects.

- To represent the logical flow of data with respect to a process.
- It must be remembered that the Sequence Diagram displays objects and not the classes.
6.1. Use Case Diagrams

*Use Case diagram for Search Procedure in IR system for a Grid.*

![Diagram showing the interaction between the user/client and the Searching procedure](image)

**Figure 6.1** Interaction between the user/client and the Searching procedure

Figure 6.1 shows the interaction between the actor and the Search Service. Here actor can be a single user or a group of users or any external service. An actor calls the Search Interface. The user sends the query to QP by interacting with GIR service which in turn sends the query to the Searching Interface to retrieve the documents. This Searching Interface is implemented by QP.
Figure 6.2 Interaction between the administrator and the Indexing procedure

Figure 6.2 shows the interaction between the actor and the Indexing Service. Here actor can be a local/IR system administrator or any triggered event. When an actor wants to index the list of documents, he sends a request to the GIR service with a list to index; which in turn sends it to the Indexing Service. Triggered action can be a scheduled event or forced signal sent by the Collection Manager when the collection is updated.
Figure 6.3 Implementation of the Index / Search interfaces

Figure 6.3 shows the implementation of the Index/ Search interfaces by corresponding Services. Here Search Interface is implemented by both QP Service and IS and IS implements the Indexing Interface (used for creating and deleting the index) in addition to Searching Interface.
Use Case diagram for Collection Manager in IR system for a Grid.

Figure 6.4 Interaction between the administrator and the Indexing procedure

Figure 6.4 shows the interaction between the actor and the Collection Manager Service. Here the actor can be a local/IR system administrator or any external service. When an actor wants to add or update the existing collection sets, sends a request to the GIR service with the list to add or update. The CM in turn schedules an event which triggers the re-indexing task.
Figure 6.5 Implementation of the Collection Manager interface

Figure 6.5 shows the implementation of the Collection interfaces by CM Services. Here the CM Service implements the Collect Interface. It is used to add and delete databases to the collection sets and it can also add new documents to the existing database using Add Documents interface.
6.2. Class diagrams

Class diagram for the interactions between the interfaces.

Figure 6.6 Class interactions between the services
Figure 6.7 Service Class, which creates the instance from which connection to the service will be created

Figure 6.6 shows the interaction between the interfaces implemented by QP, IS and CM services. All interfaces are derived from GirProc class. It is a class which creates a thread for each event. Figure 6.7 shows the GirService class which actually acts as an interface between user and the IR system; it creates the binding and links the types.
Class diagrams for the Static Members Classes used by all interfaces.

Figure 6.8 Util (Abstract class) and the Config class, which are used by all interfaces

Figure 6.8 represents two static class diagrams, which are the static classes and are used by all services for basic operations such as get username, password, and etc.
6.3. Sequence Diagrams

Figure 6.9 Flow of interactions between the client/user and the IR system components

Figure 6.9 shows the flow of actions in IR system between different interfaces. In the first interaction service creates an instance for the client. All the interaction are done using GIR Service interface. When user accesses the system for any service, first it contacts the GIR Service; which in turn accesses the corresponding interface that is requested for.
7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

In today’s world, Information Retrieval (IR) systems are increasingly being used by thousands of users on larger databases. The systems allow users to connect to a single database either locally or remotely. In this case, the performance of the system is inversely proportional to the number of users and resource demands [40]. To sustain better performance with respect to the constant increase in needs, Grid Computing offers a solution based on distributed computation. It provides for better sustained performance by spreading work across the nodes in a network enabling the use of parallel computation. However, due to the mix of different I/O and CPU intensive applications, IR systems present unique problems for system architects and developers. Another important concern of an IR system is the overhead of the Grid middleware in addition to Network issues.

7.1. IR systems for a Grid environment

As part of this research, I designed and implemented a distributed information retrieval system in a Grid Environment. The following specifies the features of the system.

- It provides multiple simultaneous connections between Clients and Servers.
- An input query from the user is given to Query Processor (QP). It modifies the query, if necessary, and forwards it to Indexer Service for searching.
• The Indexer searches for the documents from the indexed databases present and returns the links to the documents maintained by collection manager.

• QP merges all the results from different indexers and presents the results to the user.

Early performance tests used two different grids located in GMU, Fairfax. One is the Hydra Grid; a cluster consists of 30 Linux machines running Fedora Core 3. Each node computer contains dual 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon processors and 2GB of RAM. They are connected to a head node that also has two 3.2GHz Xeons and 2GB of RAM. The second one is the GMU C4I Center’s NETLAB Micro Grid, a cluster of six machines out of which three are Linux machines running Fedora 6 with 1.6 GHz Athelon processor and 2GB of RAM. The other three are running on Windows XP with 2.4 GHz Intel P4 processor and 1 GB RAM. The indexing process converts the documents into XML, parses the XML, indexes them, and then stores them in a searchable database format. The IR system has achieved an average sustained indexing rate of about 3000 to 3500 records per second on average. Larger, more complex records were tested with 640 MB of Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) encoded documents. The testing was done using LAN from GMU, Virginia and also using an SSH remote connection from Seattle, Washington. The following section of the document describes the performance-related issues of the Grid Information Retrieval system.
7.2. Workload Model

A workload model is required to address the performance related issues of an IR system. To accurately model the system, I conducted different experiments each concentrating on different parameters that affect the performance of the IR system.

1. Effect of Grid middleware on the performance of the system.
2. Effect of Job Scheduler (Sun N1 GE) on overall performance of the system.
3. Effect of number of nodes in a grid on performance of the system.
4. Effect of Amberfish on the performance of an IR system running as a Web Service compared to running as a standalone application.

The following sections cover these four experiments in detail. In order to assess the reliability and the performance of the software accurately, we must eliminate the external factors which cause the experiment results to vary. So I made the following assumptions while conducting the experiments:

- The network is reliable.
- Latency is zero.
- Bandwidth is infinite.
- Topology doesn't change.
- The network is homogeneous.
7.2.1. Effect of Grid middleware on the performance of the System

Since the performance of distributed Grid applications is dependent on operation of the underlying grid middleware, it is very important to analyze grid middleware’s behavior and performance in order to evaluate the Grid application performance.

In order to measure the performance of the grid middleware (GT4), I used two different tools for two distinct purposes. The first, Java Instrumentation Suite (JIS) [49], contains tools to trace running Java applications on a JVM as well as the tools used for parsing and merging different files. The second, Linux Trace toolkit (LTT) [50], is a fully functional system developed for Linux operating system to identify all the processes running on the OS.

The grid middleware, GT4 container generally uses two major sets of threads. The ServiceDispatcher thread and Service threads. The first one, Service Dispatcher handles the client connections and responsible for sending the requests to a RequestQueue. The second thread set, Service threads receive the requests from the RequestQueue and process them. The creation of these threads generally is dynamic depending on the server load. This experiment describes the effect of Grid Middleware (performance of the RequestQueue and ServiceDispatcher) on the overall system performance. GT4 is generally integrated with a job scheduler to run the service as a grid service. In this case, sun grid engine is used as job scheduler to run the Grid Services.

In the test, I created some jobs that overload the CPU that uses a for-loop to create 100% CPU load. This executed 100 instances of these in parallel, which automatically overloads the CPU at system level. Running these jobs not only reduces the performance
losses in some test cases. In the test that I ran on hydra cluster with 30 machines, Globus Toolkit 4 was able to execute 285 jobs on average before any of the jobs failed. Another important item noticed was that the increased number of jobs executed decreased the response time. Globus Toolkit 4 continues trying to execute all the jobs as soon as possible despite system loading. The tendency of executing the jobs in this fashion often results in the negative effect of locking up the Grid Middleware and causing the response time to increase drastically. It reached a point where my experiment job execution time was nearly 52 seconds on average for a process which generally takes 5 seconds to complete.

In order to show the effect of grid middleware on the overall system performance, I compared the performance of the system running as a Web Service to the performance of the system running as a Grid Service using GT4.

The main purpose of this experiment was to find the effect of Grid Middleware in the overall performance of the Information retrieval system. The result is illustrated in figure 7.1. In figure 7.1, the X-axis represents the number of queries submitted to the system at once and the y-axis represents the Average Query evaluation time (QET). QET can be defined as the average time taken by an IR system from the submission of the query until results are available. I compared the QET between the service run as Web Service and the service run as Grid Service. The difference between these two is the overhead of the Grid middleware.

I assumed the network capacity to be consistent and there is no latency in the network throughout the experiment and the number of terms in the query has no effect on
the retrieval time. In order to achieve this, I conducted the experiment with the same number of terms in all the queries.

I started my experiment, submitting 10 queries. When the IR system was running as Web Service it took 18 seconds on average for retrieving the results. When the same number of queries were submitted to the IR system running as a Grid Service it took 27 seconds. The difference between the retrieval times is considered as an overhead of the grid middleware. It is 9 seconds in this case.

Figure 7.1 Comparison between the IR systems running as Web Service Vs Grid Service
Consider a Web Service hosted on a single machine in a web container; in this case, retrieval time depends on the number of requests that the container can handle simultaneously. Query retrieval time increases exponentially in case of Web Services. This behavior can be seen in the above graph. All the queries are placed in a waiting queue and will be served according to the implemented job scheduling algorithm. As the number of requests increases, waiting time also increases which in turn increases the retrieval time. The above graph clearly indicates the exponential increase in the Query Evaluation Time with increase in the number of queries in case of Web Service. On the other hand when an IR system is implemented as a Grid Service, there will be an overhead in the communication between the nodes and also an overhead of merging the results. As soon as a request arrives, it will be added to the RequestQueue. At this point the ServiceDispatcher is responsible to delegate the job to the scheduler to be assigned to an idle resource. Grid middleware is responsible to poll the job scheduler to see if there is an idle CPU to which the job can be delegated. If all the machines are busy serving the requests, the size of the RequestQueue increases. This causes an increase in the waiting time for a request, which again increases the Query Evaluation Time.

What makes Grid Service very different from a Web Service is the ease at which the system can be scaled by increasing the number of nodes connected to the main node. After a certain point the overhead of Grid middleware is small compared to the retrieval time. In Figure 7.1, it is possible to see the gradual increase in retrieval time for Grid Service as the number of queries submitted to the system per unit time increases. At the same time, retrieval time for the Web Service increases exponentially.
As the number of queries submitted to the system increased, the Grid Service performance improved as compared to the Web Service. The Web Service was hosted on a single root machine; the IR system performed better than the Grid Service until either the container reached the threshold or the CPU has reached its 100% utilization. Generally, the performance of Web Services depends on the configuration of the machine on which it is running, whereas the performance of the Grid Services depends on the number of nodes that are connected to the root node in addition to the root node itself. Grid middleware provides a platform which enables execution of jobs in parallel. If the server is powerful enough to handle the incoming requests in a timely fashion, Web Services are always preferred and they do perform better. However, if the incoming traffic to the service is unpredictable and is increasing over time and also the job can be divided into smaller jobs, Grid Services definitely would provide a less expensive mechanism through parallel computing while allowing to add increasing numbers of machines to the cluster without excessive overhead.

7.2.2. Effect of Job Scheduler (Sun N1 GE) On Overall Performance of the System

The main purpose of scheduling is to run the jobs in parallel in a distributed environment. To perform this on different nodes of a distributed system is a challenging area of research. Even though extensive research has been done in this area [50, 52, 53, 54], it is still not well understood how to schedule and execute parallel efficiently jobs in a distributed environment [53]. By distributing tasks among the processors, we can improve the performance of the system by minimizing communication overheads and/or
maximizing resource utilization. I used Sun Grid Engine as a job scheduler while developing the system. SGE has queues located in server nodes which have attributes characterizing the properties of the different servers. A user may request certain execution features at submission time such as memory, execution speed, and available software licenses, etc. Submitted jobs wait in a holding area where its requirements/priorities are determined. It only runs if there are queues (servers) matching the job requests. The following section briefly explains the different job scheduling algorithms [73] implemented in the Sun Grid Engine [70].

**Sun N1 Grid Engine 6.0 Scheduling Algorithms**

The current system uses the Sun N1 Grid Engine as its job scheduler and is integrated with the Sun grid-middle ware GT4. Sun Grid Engine uses different types of advanced scheduling algorithms like priority, shared tree policy, functional policy, urgency policy, and unified ticketing. Each of these scheduling algorithms is described below [73].

- **Priority:** Each job is given a priority number. The job with highest priority is scheduled to execute first. There are two types of priority scheduling: Pre-emptive and Non-pre-emptive.

- **Share Tree Policy:** Users can distribute the tickets to which they are currently entitled using different shares assigned via `--js`. If all jobs have the same job share value then the tickets are distributed evenly. Otherwise, jobs receive tickets relative to the different job shares. Job shares are treated like an additional level in the share tree in the latter case.
• **Functional Policy:** The job share can be used to weigh jobs within the functional job category. Tickets are distributed relative to any uneven job share distribution treated as a virtual share distribution level underneath the functional job category. If both the Share Tree and the Functional Policy are active, the job shares will have an effect in both policies and the tickets independently derived in each of them are added up to the total number of tickets for each job.

• **Urgency Policy:** There are three different kinds of urgency related sub-policies and they are ResourceUrgency, WaitTimeUrgency and DeadlineUrgency. Expensive assets such as software licenses can be assigned a higher static ResourceUrgency value to ensure they are used as frequently as possible. Wait Urgency increases as jobs spend waiting for execution. This can be used to prevent very low-priority jobs from being 'starved'. DeadlineUrgency increases as a preset job dispatch deadline approaches. Jobs with approaching dispatch deadlines will rise in priority.

• **Unified Ticketing:** All of the various policies that use 'tickets' (share tree, functional policy and override policy) are combined into a unified policy simply by normalizing each value to arrive at a relative priority.

In addition to the above mentioned scheduling algorithms there are four more scheduling algorithms implemented in Sun Grid Engine which can be used according to need.

• Improved Priority based scheduling

• Resource reservation & backfilling

• Override Policy

• Deadline
All of my experiments used the default job scheduling algorithm, FCFS priority scheduling. The primary focus of this experiment was to evaluate the role of job scheduler in the performance of the overall system, but not to evaluate the intricacies of the job scheduling algorithms. In order to eliminate the intricacies of analyzing the algorithms that affect job scheduling of processes, the experiments which compare the overall performance of the system were conducted with and without running Job Scheduler.

![Performance of IR system with and without Job Scheduler.](image)

**Figure 7.2** Effect of Job Scheduler on the performance of an IR system.
When a request is submitted to grid middleware, Globus returns an error if the arguments are not valid or if there are no resources available. Otherwise, Grid middleware submits jobs to SGE after building the job wrapper script by getting the necessary information from the RSL (Resource Specification Language) variables Poll. This poll links the present status of jobs running in SGE with the Globus appropriate message allowing the user to know the status of running jobs parsing the qstat.

Figure 7.2 shows the performance difference between the systems with and without using job scheduler. The number of queries submitted to the IR system is plotted against X-axis and Average QET is plotted against Y-axis. The experiment started by submitting 10 queries simultaneously; both the systems took exactly the same amount of time, i.e. 18 seconds to retrieve the results. As the number of queries submitted to the system was increased, retrieval time also increased. This increased the load on the head node on the system that was not using the Job Scheduler. All the requests were served by the head node, which increased the CPU utilization of head node. Once the CPU reaches its 100 % CPU utilization the requests are either trashed or added into the RequestQueue which lead to an exponential increase in the retrieval time. Whereas the system using the Job Scheduler was never serving the requests by itself, instead it was passing the requests to job scheduler to handle them for it. Job scheduler is responsible to balance the load among the nodes which are idle at that point and distribute among them. Performance of the two systems was same until the root node’s CPU utilization reached its threshold. Afterwards, the time taken to finish the jobs by the system without the job scheduler increased exponentially. However, the one with the job scheduler divides the jobs to the
nodes present in the Grid, and the graph shows the linear increase in the retrieval time in this case. This leads us to an interesting fact of performance of a system where the job scheduler depends on the number of nodes attached to the system. The following experiment tries to find out the effect of the number of nodes on the performance of the system.

7.2.3. Effect of number of Nodes in the Grid on the Performance of the system

The Hydra Grid consists of 30 systems connected to the cluster. In order to use only 5, 10 or 20 of the systems, I created Grinder [71] scripts which overload the CPUs. These scripts create a heavy load on CPUs and by setting the threshold on the CPU utilization. One can exclude the nodes from being used by the scheduler once they reach the threshold. The following figure describes the behavior of the performance of the IR system with change in the number of nodes connected to the Grid. The number of queries submitted to the IR system is plotted on the horizontal axis and the Average QET is plotted on the vertical axis.

Figure 7.3 indicates the relationship between queries submitted versus average query evaluation time of an IR system with varying number of nodes (5, 10, 20 and 30 nodes are connected to Grid). The experiment started with one query and noted the query retrieval time while varying the number of nodes connected to the system. It continued by increasing the number of queries submitted to the system by one and recorded the values till the number of queries submitted to the system reached 90.
Figure 7.3 Effect of the number of nodes connected to the Grid on the performance of an IR system.

The results were consistent with the working of the Grid Service. First, the request goes to Grid middleware which in turn polls the SGE to determine whether it can provide any resource to perform the operation. As soon as it finds a resource, ServiceDispatcher will pass the request to SGE, which again passes to the respective available resource for serving. All systems, each having a different number of nodes, served the requests well until one reached a point where the SGE could find a resource for serving the request and add it to the WaitingQueue in SGE. This resulted in adding waiting time to the retrieval time. In the experiment, all cases have the same performance until the number of queries has reached 25, after which the retrieval time for 5 nodes increased exponentially. The same trend continued for 10 and 20 until the number of
queries reached 39 and 59 respectively. This experiment shows how adding extra nodes to an existing Grid increases the performance of the system. It showed that the number of nodes connected to the Grid is indirectly proportional to the Average QET. Thus, the number of nodes increases as the Average QET decreases.

7.2.4. Amberfish as standalone application vs. Amberfish as Web Service

The main focus of this experiment was to compare the query results retrieval time of the Amberfish as a standalone application compared to Amberfish as a Web Service. This will help us in evaluating the overhead of implementing Amberfish as a Web Service as opposed to a standalone application.

This experiment was conducted on a single node eliminating the overhead of job scheduler and the communication between the nodes using Grid middleware. As a result, performance is totally dependent on the power of the CPU on which the service is hosted or the application is run. As the terms per query increases, the average QET for both standalone application and the Web Service increases.

The experiment started by submitting one query to both the systems. Here, the number of terms per query is plotted on the horizontal axis and the Average QET is plotted on the vertical axis. The standalone application took 2 seconds to retrieve the result where as Web Service took 8 seconds. The difference of 6 seconds is considered to be an overhead of the Web Service. As the number of terms per query increased, the difference between the retrieval times between the two systems also increased. It was observed that
Amberfish as a standalone application always takes lesser time when compared to the Amberfish Web Service. The results of the experiment are shown in figure 7.4.

![Amberfish as a Standalone Application Vs Web Service](image)

**Figure 7.4** Effect of the number of nodes connected to the Grid on the performance of the IR system.

Considering the implementation details of Amberfish as Web Service, the only thing that differentiates it from a standalone application is the overhead of technologies like Soap, WSDL, and XML used by Web Services for communication purposes. This raises the question of why we need a Web Service when we already have a standalone
application which is taking less time to finish the same job. The answer to this question lies in the overall ease of assembling systems from Web Services. Section 3.2.3 describes the comparison between Web Services and Standalone applications.

### 7.2.5. Query Evaluation Measurements

A query operation consists of creating a query from the input provided by the user, evaluating the query, and ranking the documents that match the query.

![Query Evaluation Measurements](image)

**Figure 7.5** Relationship between terms per query and Evaluation time.
The process is very complex so I conducted experiments for the time required to evaluate a query and found that the query evaluation time is directly related to the number of terms, constraints on the query as shown below. The experiment is conducted on the set of 10,000 documents.

While conducting experiments, I considered the set of queries with different number of query terms to evaluate the QET. Figure 7.5 graphs the relation between the length of the query and query evaluation time. This considers all the query terms to be different from each other, a lack of network latency, and a constant network capacity during the experiment. The result indicates a strong linear association between query length and query evaluation time with very high correlation, value 0.96.

7.2.6. Server Connection and Performance

The network capacity between the client and the server hosting the IR service in a Grid is also an important factor to consider for analyzing the performance of a system. We can eliminate the connection establishment time and only consider the throughput time since the connection is created only at the beginning of a session and maintained throughout the session. When the server receives a message, it performs two operations. Merging the result sets and sending the results back to the client. Time to send the results back to the client is constant but varies from connection to connection. The time required to merge result sets was shown in the previous experiments to be a linear function of the size of the data (retrieved from the indexers).
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The architecture presented in this thesis is intended for technically skilled people mainly researchers, who don’t want to re-invent the realm the fundamentals of IR, and at the same time want to use modern and capable code base in their own services.

8.1. Conclusions

The amalgamation of Web Services and Grid Computing offers a good architecture for the evolution of new methods of Information Retrieval. It offers a various advantages including the information retrieval from non-publicly available documents within a Grid. By using power of Grid technologies and adding modularity to the design of Web Services, offers new techniques and powerful information retrieval systems.

We envision a future where people implement their own IR systems that are trained to their own information needs, preferences and interests. Implementing Web Services for each individual components of the IR system enables building each component separately with later easy integration. Also the existing algorithms can be replaced with other state of the art algorithms for each component without changing the design of the system.

The major advantage of this system is that it reduces the overall cost for building an IR system using expensive servers or clusters. Currently existing systems can be added as nodes in a virtual organization, using the power of Grid Computing technology.
Apart from all of these, IR system in the Grid Environment provides dynamic load balancing mechanism unlike the conventional system, by using under utilized computing machines connected to the virtual organization.

8.2. Future Work

The system needs to be evolved with the new releases of future versions of the IR system with roles defined accurately for each component. At present there is an ambiguity in defining the roles for all component of the system. We want to concentrate on defining clear definitions to each interface and component. Also, web-based job submission services need to be added for searching the information in Grids.

It is possible to take advantage of maintaining the statefulness of Grid Services to implement grid elements that have knowledge of the history of users and their needs. Taking these into consideration and using this information in merging and ranking algorithms can make the system intelligent.

All the security features mentioned in the section 5.2. are not implemented in a prototype model, but would like to implement these in future versions of the system.

Presently the system is still in a prototype model. A future goal is integrating all components into a single package to provide it as software. The current system has the capability of searching only in a grid; it would be better to have a web-search feature available in the system so that it merges the results from grid with the web-based search results.
As the prototype uses the Amberfish (text retrieval tool for UNIX environment) as an indexing tool, it can only index on UNIX based machines now; it would be better of it were platform independent.

The success described above in, prototyping an IR system in a Grid Environment under the current assumptions provides great motivation for such future work.
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